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Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee:
As attorneys with the Brennan Center for Justice—and proud New York City
residents and voters—we are here to express our strong and enthusiastic support for
enhancing transparency in New York City elections.
As detailed below, robust disclosure of money in politics is crucial to ensure the
accountability of our elected officials to their constituencies. In November 2010,
New York City voters amended our City’s Charter to ensure the disclosure of
independent expenditures. In doing so, we stand with an ever-increasing number of
states and localities that are improving the transparency of money in politics.2 This
movement is an important response to the growing amount of independent spending
that has been unleashed by the Supreme Court’s decision in Citizens United. In
addition, this effort is on firm constitutional ground, as evidenced by the Supreme
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Court’s reaffirmation of the importance of disclosure in Citizens United and other
decisions. 3
Disclosure of Money in Politics is a Necessary Component of the Electoral
Process
There is no doubt that disclosure of money in politics is a necessary component of a
well-functioning democracy. In Buckley v. Valeo, the U.S. Supreme Court’s 1976
seminal case on this topic, the Court explained that campaign finance disclosure
serves three vital governmental interests:
(1) “disclosure provides the electorate with information as to where political
campaign money comes from and how it is spent;” (2) “disclosure requirements deter
actual corruption and avoid the appearance of corruption by exposing large
contributions and expenditures to the light of publicity;” and (3) “disclosure
requirements are an essential means of gathering the data necessary to detect
violations” of other campaign finance regulations. 4
In the decades following Buckley, the Court has repeatedly affirmed that, in our First
Amendment tradition, secrecy is the exception and transparency the constitutional
rule. Or, in the Court’s words, “debate on public issues should be uninhibited, robust,
and wide-open.” 5 Thus, the Court has affirmed federal laws requiring disclosure of
independent expenditures – i.e., political communications that are produced
independently of any candidate and expressly urge voters to either elect or reject a
federal candidate. 6 The Court has also upheld disclosure of federal “electioneering
communications,” broadcast communications that refer to a clearly identified
candidate and are widely disseminated to the candidate’s electorate right before a
federal election. 7
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In fact, while invalidating longstanding restrictions on corporate political spending,
the Court’s recent Citizens United decision reaffirmed that disclosure and disclaimer
requirements for political advertisements are presumptively valid. In doing so, eight
Justices agreed that “[d]isclaimer and disclosure requirements . . . impose no ceiling
on campaign-related activities, and do not prevent anyone from speaking.” 8 And, the
Court went on to praise transparency of money in politics, explaining:
The First Amendment protects political speech; and
disclosure permits citizens and shareholders to react to
the speech of corporate entities in a proper way. This
transparency enables the electorate to make informed
decisions and give proper weight to different speakers
and messages. 9
This holding in Citizens United echoes the holding in the earlier McConnell decision
where eight of nine Justices also embraced robust disclosure for electioneering
communications. 10
New York City Should Require Disclosure of Electioneering Communications
that Refer to a Clearly Identified Candidate or Ballot Measure Prior to an
Election.
The New York City Charter defines “independent expenditures” to include
expenditures made “in support of or in opposition to a candidate in a covered election
or municipal ballot proposal or referendum,” so long as the expenditure is not
coordinated with a candidate. When promulgating rules to administer the Charter, the
Board should not limit its rules to “express advocacy,” but should be sure to apply
disclosure requirements to electioneering communications that refer to a clearly
identified candidate or ballot measure prior to an election.
Citizens United reaffirmed that state and local governments have authority to apply
disclosure requirements to what many call “sham issue ads” or “electioneering
communications.” These ads lack Buckley’s “magic words” of express advocacy –
such as “vote for,” “elect,” and “support,” or “vote against,” “defeat,” and “reject.” 11
Instead, these ads mention a candidate by name in an attempt to influence the
outcome of an upcoming election. Such ads are clearly understood by voters as
efforts to encourage them to vote for or against a specific candidate. For instance,
one study of a sham issue ad run against George W. Bush in 2000 found that 89
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percent of viewers thought it urged them to vote for or against a candidate, while only
6 percent thought it was meant to promote an issue. 12
Sham issue ads have been widespread at the federal level and in many states for
years. Typically, they are driven by a desire to avoid disclosure under narrow
definitions of independent expenditure. Accordingly, federal law and the laws of
seventeen states have created a new category of independent expenditures –
Generally
speaking,
electioneering
electioneering
communications. 13
communications are mass-media communications that refer to a clearly identified
candidate and are targeted to the relevant electorate shortly before an election.
Critically, in Citizens United the Supreme Court rejected the claim that disclosure
laws could be limited to express advocacy or its functional equivalent. 14
Accordingly, there is no need for New York City to include a cumbersome definition
of “functional equivalence of express advocacy” when defining electioneering
communications in its disclosure rules. Instead, we would recommend that the Board
adopt a bright line electioneering communications definition similar in structure to
the federal Bipartisan Campaign Reform Act (“BCRA”).
Moreover, Citizens United indicates that federal rules should be viewed as a floor and
not a ceiling. Therefore, the Board may adopt rules that expand on BCRA’s
requirements as necessary in order to meet the particular needs of New York City
elections. For example, the Board should require disclosure for the forms of
communications that are most common in City elections. In addition, when setting
appropriate timeframes, the Board may wish to expand on BCRA’s definition (of 30
days before a primary election, and 60 days before a general election) given that
many City elections take place in party-dominant districts and are effectively
determined by the primary vote.
Disclosure of independent spending must include disclosure of electioneering
communications in order to keep voters apprised of who has been attempting to
influence their vote. Otherwise, it may be impossible for the electorate to exercise an
informed vote on Election Day. Voters have a right to know who is attempting to
influence their elections.
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New York City Should Ensure that Disclosure and Disclaimer Laws Provide
Voters with Adequate Information about Underlying Contributors.
The Charter amendment requires that entities making independent expenditures of
$5,000 or more in the 12 months preceding a covered election disclose certain of their
underlying contributors. See N.Y.C. Charter §1052(a)(15)(b). Such disclosure is
necessary to inform voters fully about political spending, because too often, political
spending is made by entities with uninformative (or even misleading) names.
The Charter amendment also requires that political spenders disclose their identity
within any electioneering “literature, advertisement or other communication.” In
promulgating rules for this provision, the Board should again remember that such
disclaimers are an important (and constitutionally favored) way to instantly provide
voters with key information. Indeed, in Citizens United, the Supreme Court
explained that federal disclaimer requirements are necessary to “insure that . . . voters
are fully informed about the person or group who is speaking,” and “avoid confusion
by making clear that the ads are not funded by a candidate or political party.” 15
Disclaimer requirements are thus a critical component of any comprehensive
disclosure regime.
In a recent Colorado ballot measure election, for example, a group called “Littleton
Neighbors Voting No” spent $170,000 to defeat a zoning restriction that would have
prevented a new Wal-Mart. When the disclosure reports for these groups were filed, it
was revealed that “Littleton Neighbors” was exclusively funded by Wal-Mart, and not
a grassroots organization. 16 Adequate disclosure and disclaimer laws are needed to
make this type of participation evident during an election, and to empower voters
with the information necessary to make an informed decision.
The need for adequate disclosure is even greater after Citizens United. Previously,
political spending was often made by non-profit entities organized under Section 527
of the tax code. These entities – such as MoveOn.org or Swift Boat Veterans for
Truth – were required to disclose their contributors in publicly-available tax filings
(albeit generally not until after an election had ended). After Citizens United, any
corporation may make unlimited independent expenditures. This includes 501(c)(4)
non-profit corporations, as well as 501(c)(6) trade associations such as the Chamber
of Commerce, which have no obligation to disclose their contributors publicly at all,
even if those underlying contributors include for-profit corporations.
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Public Citizen’s study of independent spending in the 2010 election found a rising
tide of hidden spending, with almost half of outside spending going undisclosed. 17
To give one example: the Des Moines, Iowa-based American Future Fund was a
501(c)(4) non-profit corporation that spent over $9.6 million in the 2010 election
cycle. 18 According to Public Citizen it ranked fifth among independent spenders. 19
The American Future Fund paid for a variety of ads targeting candidates around the
country with an agenda based on conservative social issues (such as the so-called
“Ground Zero Mosque”). However, reporting suggests that the organization was
funded by ethanol interests, and that its true agenda was to target Democratic
members sitting on energy and agricultural policy committees. 20 Because the
American Future Fund was organized as a 501(c)(4), it has no obligation to disclose
its funders publicly, and the interests and identities of its funders may never be known
for certain.
To paint a full and accurate picture of electoral spending, disclosure requirements
must identify both the independent spender and the people or entities providing the
underlying funding (over a reasonable threshold amount). Otherwise, corporate or
other political actors seeking to veil their involvement in partisan politics may seek to
funnel their funds through another organization, evading meaningful disclosure and
thus any public accountability. This has been a substantial problem nationwide. 21
*******
In today’s elections, it is not unusual for expensive media blitzes by independent
organizations to overwhelm candidate spending.22 Yet, without laws requiring these
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groups to promptly disclose their political spending, New Yorkers cannot know who
is funding these advertisements, or even begin to understand why.
For these reasons, we urge the Board to promulgate rules that fully enforce both the
letter and the spirit of New York City’s newly-amended Charter. We appreciate the
opportunity to participate in this process, and look forward to reviewing the Board’s
proposed rules shortly, and to working with the Board to ensure that New York City
voters receive complete and accurate information about political spending in their
elections.
Please do not hesitate to contact Mark Ladov for further information at
mark.ladov@nyu.edu or (646) 292-8310.
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